We give a characterization of Maximum Entropy/Minimum Relative Entropy inference by providing two 'strong entropy concentration' theorems. These theorems unify and generalize Jaynes' 'concentration phenomenon' and Van Campenhout and Cover's 'conditional limit theorem'. The theorems characterize exactly in what sense a prior distribution Q conditioned on a given constraint and the distributionP minimizing D(P ||Q) over all P satisfying the constraint are 'close' to each other. We then apply our theorems to establish the relationship between entropy concentration and a game-theoretic characterization of Maximum Entropy Inference due to Topsøe and others.
Introduction
Jaynes' Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) Principle is a well-known principle for inductive inference [Csiszár, 1975 , 1991 , Topsøe, 1979 , van Campenhout and Cover, 1981 , Cover and Thomas, 1991 , Grünwald and Dawid, 2004 . It has been applied to statistical and machine learning problems ranging from protein modeling to * Also: research fellow at EURANDOM, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands. This is a slightly modified version of the paper with the same title that appeared in Statistica Neerlandica 62(3), 2008, pages 374-392, on the occasion of the 10th anniversary of EURANDOM. Some of the results presented here have already appeared in the conference paper [Grünwald, 2001a] and the technical report [Grünwald, 2001b] . Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 of Section 5 are new and have not been published before. The paper benefited enormously from various discussions with Richard Gill, Phil Dawid and Franz Merkl. This work was supported in part by the IST Programme of the European Community, under the PASCAL Network of Excellence, IST-2002-506778 . This publication only reflects the author's views. stock market prediction [Kapur and Kesavan, 1992] . One of its characterizations (some would say 'justifications') is the so-called concentration phenomenon [Jaynes, 1978 [Jaynes, , 1982 . Here is an informal version of this phenomenon, in the words of Jaynes [2003] :
"If the information incorporated into the maximum-entropy analysis includes all the constraints actually operating in the random experiment, then the distribution predicted by maximum entropy is overwhelmingly the most likely to be observed experimentally."
For the case in which a prior distribution over the domain at hand is available, van Campenhout and Cover [1981] have proven the related conditional limit theorem. In Sections 2-4, we provide a strong generalization of both the concentration phenomenon and the conditional limit theorem. In Section 5, the results of Section 4 are used to extend an existing game-theoretic characterization (again, some would say "justification") of Maximum Entropy due to Topsøe [1979] . In this way, we provide sharper results on two of the most frequently cited characterizations of the maximum entropy principle.
Informal Overview
Maximum Entropy Let X be a random variable taking values in some set X , which (only for the time being!) we assume to be finite: X = {1, . . . , m}. Let P, Q be distributions for X with probability mass functions p and q. We define H Q (P ), the Q-entropy of P , as
where D(· ·) is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between P and Q [Cover and Thomas, 1991] . In the usual MaxEnt setting, we are given a 'prior' distribution Q and a moment constraint:
where T is some function T : X → R k for some k > 0 (More general formulations with arbitrary convex constraints exist [Csiszár, 1975] , but here we stick to constraints of form (2)). We define, if it exists,P to be the unique distribution over X that maximizes the Q-entropy over all distributions (over X ) satisfying (2):
The MaxEnt Principle then tells us that, in absence of any further knowledge about the 'true' or 'posterior' distribution according to which data are distributed, our best guess for it isP . In practical problems we are usually not given a constraint of form (2). Rather we are given an empirical constraint of the form
T (X i ) =t which we always abbreviate to 'T (n) =t'
The MaxEnt Principle is then usually applied as follows: suppose we are given an empirical constraint of form (4). We then have to make predictions about new data coming from the same source. In absence of knowledge of any 'true' distribution generating this data, we should make our predictions based on the MaxEnt distributionP for the moment constraint (2) corresponding to empirical constraint (4).P is extended to several outcomes by taking the product distribution.
The Concentration Phenomenon and The Conditional Limit Theorem Why should this procedure make any sense? Here is one justification. If X is finite, and in the absence of any prior knowledge beside the constraint, one usually picks the uniform distribution for Q. In this case, Jaynes' 'concentration phenomenon' applies (We are referring here to the version employed by Jaynes [1978] . The theorem of Jaynes [1982] extends this in a direction different from the one we consider here). It says that for all ε > 0,
for some constant c depending on ε. Here Q n is the n-fold product distribution of Q, and I is the indicator function: I j (x) = 1 if x = j and 0 otherwise. In words, for the overwhelming majority among the sequences satisfying the constraint, the empirical frequencies are close to the maximum entropy probabilities. It turns out that (5) still holds if Q is non-uniform. For an illustration we refer to Example 4.2. A closely related result (Theorem 1 of van Campenhout and Cover [1981] ) is the conditional limit theorem (This theorem too has later been extended in several directions different from the one considered here; see the discussion at the end of Section 4). It says that lim n→∞ nt∈N
where
Our Results Both theorems above say that for some sets A,
In the concentration phenomenon, the set A ⊂ X n is about the frequencies of individual outcomes in the sample. In the conditional limit theorem A ⊂ X 1 only concerns the first outcome. One might conjecture that (7) holds asymptotically in a much wider sense, namely for just about any set whose probability one may be interested in. For examples of such sets see Example 4.2. In Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 we show that (7) indeed holds for a very large class of sets; moreover, we give an explicit indication of the error one makes if one approximates Q(A | T (n) =t) bỹ P (A). In this way we unify and strengthen both the concentration phenomenon and the conditional limit theorem. To be more precise, let {A n }, with A i ⊂ X i be a sequence of 'typical' sets forP in the sense thatP n (A n ) goes to 1 sufficiently fast. Then broadly speaking Theorem 4.1 shows that Q n (A n | T (n) =t) goes to 1 too, 'almost' as fast asP n (A n ). Theorem 4.3, our main theorem, says that, if m n is an arbitrary increasing sequence with lim n→∞ m n /n = 0, then for every (measurable) sequence A m 1 , A m 2 , . . . (i.e. not just the typical ones), with
In Section 5, we first give an interpretation of our strong concentration results in terms of data compression. We then show (Theorem 5.2) that our concentration phenomenon implies that the MaxEnt distributionP achieves the best minimax time-averaged logarithmic loss (codelength) achievable for sequential prediction of samples satisfying the constraint. We also characterize (Theorem 5.3 and 5.4) the precise conditions under whichP also achieves the total (non-time averaged) minimax logarithmic loss. Surprisingly, the answer depends crucially on the dimensionality k of the constraint random vector T : for k ≤ 2,P is also best in the total sense. For k > 3, there exist distributions which consistently outperformP . This is related to the well-known fact that random walks in R k are transient if k ≥ 3.
Mathematical Preliminaries
The Sample Space From now on we assume a sample space X ⊆ R l for some l > 0 and let X be the random vector with X(x) = x for all x ∈ X . We reserve the symbol Q to refer to a distribution for X called the prior distribution (formally, Q is a distribution on (X , σ(X)) where σ(X) is the Borel-σ-algebra generated by X). We will be interested in sequences of i.i.d. random variables X 1 , X 2 , . . ., all distributed according to Q. Whenever no confusion can arise, we use Q also to refer to the joint (product) distribution of × i∈N X i . Otherwise, we use Q m to denote the m-fold product distribution of Q. The sample (X 1 , . . . , X m ) will also be written as X (m) .
The Constraint Functions T Let T = (T [1] , . . . , T [k] ) be a k-dimensional random vector that is σ(X)-measurable. We refer to the event {x ∈ X | T (x) = t} both as 'T (X) = t' and as 'T = t'. Similarly we write T i = t as an abbreviation of T (X i ) = t and T (n) as short for (T (X 1 ), . . . , T (X n )). The average of n observations of T will be denoted by
We assume that the support of X is either countable (in which case the prior distribution Q admits a probability mass function) or that it is a connected subset of R l for some l > 1 (in which case we assume that Q has a bounded continuous density with respect to Lebesgue measure). In both cases, we denote the probability mass function/density by q. If X is countable, we shall further assume that T is of the lattice form (which it will be in most applications):
Definition 3.1 [Feller, 1968, Page 490 
We call the largest h i for which this holds the span of T [i] .
If X is continuous, we shall assume that T is 'regular':
Definition 3.2 We say a k-dimensional random vector is of regular continuous form if its distribution admits a bounded continuous density with respect to Lebesgue measure.
Maximum Entropy Throughout the paper, log is used to denote logarithm to base 2. Let P, Q be distributions for X . We define H Q (P ), the Q-entropy of P , as
where D is the KL-divergence between P and Q. This is defined even if P or Q have no densities [Csiszár, 1975] . Assume we are given a constraint of form (2)
). We define, if it exists,P to be the unique distribution on X that maximizes the Q-entropy over all distributions on X satisfying (2). That is,P is given by (3). If Condition 1 below holds, thenP exists and is given by the exponential form (9), as expressed in Proposition 3.3 below. In the condition, the notation a T b refers to the dot product between a and b.
is finite and the distributionP with density (with respect to Q)
satisfies EP [T (X)] =t.
In our theorems, we shall simply assume that Condition 1 holds. A sufficient (by no means necessary!) requirement for Condition 1 is for example that Q has bounded support; Csiszár [1975] gives a more precise characterization. We will also assume in our theorems the following natural condition:
Σ is guaranteed to exist by Condition 1 (see any book with a treatment of exponential families, for example, [Grünwald, 2007] ) and will be singular only if eithert j lies at the boundary of the range of T [j] for some j or if some of the T [j] are affine combinations of the others. In the first case, the constraint T [j] =t j can be replaced by restricting the sample space to {x ∈ X | T [j] (x) =t j } and considering the remaining constraints for the new sample space. In the second case, we can remove some of the T [i] from the constraint without changing the set of distributions satisfying it, making Σ once again invertible.
Proposition 3.3 (Csiszár [1975]) Assume Condition 1 holds for Constraint (2). Then inf {D(P ||Q) | P : E P [T (X)] =t} is attained by aP of the form (9). If, additionally, Condition 2 holds, then Condition 1 holds for only oneβ ∈ R k and the infimum is uniquely attained by the uniqueP satisfying (9).
If Condition 1 holds, thent determines bothβ andP .
The Concentration Theorems
Theorem 4.1 (the concentration phenomenon for typical sets, lattice case) Assume we are given a constraint of form (2) such that T is of the lattice form and h = (h 1 , . . . , h k ) is the span of T and such that conditions 1 and 2 hold. Then there exists a sequence {c i } satisfying
. be an arbitrary sequence of sets with
For all n with Q(T n =t) > 0, we have:
Hence if B 1 , B 2 , . . . is a sequence of sets with B i ⊂ X i whose probability tends to 1 underP in the sense that (10) holds with equality. As discussed in Section 5, Theorem 4.1 has applications for data compression. The relation of the Theorem to Jaynes' original concentration phenomenon is discussed at the end of the present section.
If for all
Proof We need the following theorem: Theorem ('local central limit theorem for lattice random variables', Feller [1968] , page 490) Let T = (T [1] , . . . , T [k] ) be a lattice random vector and h 1 , . . . , h k be the corresponding spans as in Definition 3.1; let E P [T (X)] = t and suppose that P satisfies Condition 2 with T -covariance matrix Σ. Let X 1 , X 2 , . . . be i.i.d. with common distribution P . Let V be a closed and bounded set in R k . Let v 1 , v 2 , . . . be a sequence in V such that for all n, P (
Here ℵ is the density of a k-dimensional normal distribution with mean vector µ = t and covariance matrix Σ.
Feller gives the local central limit theorem only for 1-dimensional lattice random variables with E[T ] = 0 and var [T ] = 1; extending the proof to k-dimensional random vectors with arbitrary means and covariances is, however, completely straightforward: see XV.7 (page 494) of [Feller, 1968] .
The theorem shows that there exists a sequence d 1 , d 2 , . . . with lim n→∞ d n = 1 such that, for all n with P (
The proof now becomes very simple. First note thatP (A n | T (n) =t) = Q(A n | T (n) =t) (write out the definition of conditional probability and realize that exp(−β T T (x)) = exp(−β Tt ) = constant for all x with T (x) =t. Use this to show thatP
Clearly, withP in the rôle of P , the local central limit theorem is applicable to random vector T . Then, by (11),P (
k/2 finishes the proof of item 1. For item 2, notice that in this case (12) holds with equality; the rest of the proof remains unchanged. 2 Example 4.2 The 'Brandeis dice example' is a toy example frequently used by Jaynes and others in discussions of the MaxEnt formalism [Jaynes, 1978] . Let X = {1, . . . , 6} and X be the outcome in one throw of some given die. We initially believe (e.g. for reasons of symmetry) that the distribution of X is uniform. Then Q(X = j) = 1/6 for all j and E Q [X] = 3.5. We are then told that the average number of spots is E[X] = 4.5 rather than 3.5. As calculated by Jaynes, the MaxEnt distributionP given this constraint is given by (p(1), . . . ,p(6)) = (0. 05435, 0.07877, 0.11416, 0.16545, 0.23977, 0.34749) . (13) By the Chernoff/Hoeffding bound, for every j ∈ X , every ε > 0,P (|n
for some constant c > 0 depending on ε; here I j (X) is the indicator function for X = j. Theorem 4.1 then implies that Q(|n
In this way we recover Jaynes' original concentration phenomenon (5): the fraction of sequences satisfying the constraint with frequencies close to MaxEnt probabilitiesp is overwhelmingly large. Suppose now we receive new information about an additional constraint: P (X = 4) = P (X = 5) = 1/2. This can be expressed as a moment constraint by E[(I 4 (X), I 5 (X)) T ] = (0.5, 0.5) T , where I j is the indicator function of the event X = j. We can now either useP defined as in (13) in the rôle of prior Q and impose the new constraint E[(I 4 (X), I 5 (X)) T ] = (0.5, 0.5) T , or use uniform Q and impose the combined constraint
In both cases we end up with a new MaxEnt distributionp(4) =p(5) = 1/2. This distribution, while still consistent with the original constraint E[X] = 4.5, rules out the vast majority of sequences satisfying it. However, we can apply our concentration phenomenon again to the new MaxEnt distributionP . Let I j,j ′ ,ε denote the event that
According toP , we still have that X 1 , X 2 , . . . are i.i.d. Then by the Chernoff/Hoeffding bound, for each ε > 0, for j, j ′ ∈ {4, 5},P (I j,j ′ ,ε ) is exponentially small. Theorem 4.1 then implies that Q n (I j,j ′ ε | T (n) = (4.5, 0.5, 0.5) T ) is exponentially small too: for the overwhelming majority of samples satisfying the combined constraint, the sample will look just as if it had been generated by an i.i.d. process, even though X 1 , . . . , X n are obviously not completely independent under Q n (·|T (n) = (4.5, 0.5, 0.5) T ).
There also exists a version of Theorem 4.1 for continuous-valued random vectors. This is given, along with the proof, in technical report [Grünwald, 2001b] .
There are a few limitations to Theorem 4.1: (1) we must require thatP (A n ) goes to 0 or 1 as n → ∞; (2) the continuous case needed a separate statement, which is caused by the more fundamental (3) it turns out that the proof technique used cannot be adapted to point-wise conditioning on T (n) =t in the continuous case [Grünwald, 2001b] . Theorem 4.3 overcomes all these problems. The price we pay is that, when conditioning on T (n) =t, the sets A m must only refer to X 1 , . . . , X m where m is such that m/n → 0; for example, m = ⌈n/ log n⌉ will work. Whenever in the case of continuous-valued T we write Q(· | T (n) = t) or P (· | T (n) = t) we refer to the continuous version of these quantities. These are easily shown to exist [Grünwald, 2001b] . Recall that (for m < n) Q m (· | T (n) =t) refers to the marginal distribution of X 1 , . . . , X m conditioned on T (n) =t. It is implicitly understood in the theorem that in the lattice case, n ranges only over those values for which Q(T (n) =t) > 0. Discussion of "weak convergence" as well as the proof (using the same key idea, but involving much more work than the proof of Theorem 4.1) is in technical report [Grünwald, 2001b] .
Related Results Theorem 4.1 is related to Jaynes' original concentration phenomenon, the proof of which is based on Stirling's approximation of the factorial. Another closely related result (also based on Stirling's approximation) is in Example 5.5.8 of Li and Vitányi [1997] . Both results can be easily extended to prove the following weaker version of Theorem 4.1, item 1:P (A n ) ≥ n −|X | c n Q(A n |T (n) =t) where c n tends to some constant. Note that in this form, the theorem is void for infinite sample spaces. Jaynes [1982] extends the original concentration phenomenon in a direction somewhat different from Theorem 4.1; it would be interesting to study the relations. Theorem 4.3 is similar to the original 'conditional limit theorems' (Theorems 1 and 2) of van Campenhout and Cover [1981] . We note that the preconditions for our theorem to hold are weaker and the conclusion is stronger than for the original conditional limit theorems, the main novelty being that Theorem 4.3 supplies us with an explicit bound on how fast m can grow as n tends to infinity. The conditional limit theorem was later extended by Csiszár [1984] . His setting is considerably more general than ours (e.g. allowing for general convex constraints rather than just moment constraints), but his results also lack an explicit estimate of the rate at which m can increase with n. Csiszár [1984] and Cover and Thomas [1991] (where a simplified version of the conditional limit theorem is proved) both make the connection to large deviation results, in particular Sanov's theorem. As shown in the latter reference, weak versions of the conditional limit theorem can be interpreted as immediate consequences of Sanov's theorem.
Consequences for Data Compression Games
For simplicity we restrict ourselves in this section to countable sample spaces X and we identify probability mass functions with probability distributions. Below we make frequent use of coding-theoretic concepts which we first briefly review.
Theorem 1 and Data Compression
Recall that by the Kraft Inequality [Cover and Thomas, 1991] , for every prefix code with lengths L over symbols from a countable alphabet X n , there exists a (possibly sub-additive) probability mass function p over X n such that for all
). We will call this p the 'probability (mass) function corresponding to L'. Similarly, for every probability mass function p over X n there exists a (prefix) code with lengths L(x (n) ) = ⌈− log p(x (n) )⌉. Neglecting the round-off error, we will simply say that for every p, there exists a code with lengths L(x (n) ) = − log p(x (n) ). We call the code with these lengths 'the code corresponding to p'. By the information inequality [Cover and Thomas, 1991] , this is also the most efficient code to use if data X (n) were actually distributed according to p.
We can now see that Theorem 4.1, item 2, has important implications for coding. Consider the following special case of Theorem 4.1, which obtains by taking A n = {x (n) } and logarithms:
Corollary 5.1 (the concentration phenomenon, coding-theoretic formulation) Assume we are given a constraint of form (2) such that T is of the lattice form and h = (h 1 , . . . , h k ) is the span of T and such that conditions 1 and 2 hold. For all n, all x (n) with n
In words, this means the following: let x (n) be a sample distributed according to Q, Suppose we are given the information that n
Then, by the information inequality, the most efficient code to encode x (n) is the one based on q(·|T (n) =t) with lengths − log q(x (n) | T (n) =t). Yet if we encode x (n) using the code with lengths − logp(·) (which would be the most efficient had x (n) been generated byp) then the number of extra bits we need is only of the order (k/2) log n. That means, for example, that the number of additional bits we need per outcome goes to 0 as n increases. Grünwald [2001a] used Corollary 5.1 to establish a formal connection between the concentration phenomenon and universal coding, a central concept of information theory; this is worked out in more detail by Grünwald [2007] , Chapter 10, Section 2.2. In the present paper, we focus on the game-theoretic consequences of Corollary 5.1.
Empirical Constraints and Game Theory
Recall we assume countable X . The σ-algebra of such X is tacitly taken to be the power set of X . The σ-algebra thus being implicitly understood, we can define P(X ) to be the set of all probability distributions over X . For a product X ∞ = × i∈N X of a countable sample space X , we define P(X ∞ ) to be the set of all distributions over the product space with the associated product σ-algebra. Topsøe [1979] and Grünwald and Dawid [2004] provided characterizations of Maximum Entropy distributions quite different from the present one. It was shown that, under regularity conditions,
where both p and p * are understood to be members of P(X ) and H q (p) is defined as in (1). By this result, the MaxEnt setting can be thought of as a game between Nature, who can choose any p * satisfying the constraint, and Statistician, who only knows that Nature will choose a p * satisfying the constraint. Statistician wants to minimize his worst-case expected codelength (relative to q), where the worst-case is over all choices for Nature. In such game-theoretic contexts, the codelength is usually called "logarithmic score" or "logarithmic loss" [Grünwald and Dawid, 2004] .
It turns out that the minimax strategy for Statistician in (15) is given byp. That is,p
Thus,p is both the optimal strategy for Nature and for Statistician. This gives a decision-theoretic justification of using MaxEnt probabilities which seems quite different from our concentration phenomenon. Or is it? Realizing that in practical situations we deal with empirical constraints of form (4) rather than (2) we may wonder what distributionp is minimax in the empirical version of problem (16). In this version Nature gets to choose an individual sequence rather than a distribution. To our knowledge, we are the first to analyze this 'empirical' game. To make it more precise, let
Then, for n with C n = ∅,p n (if it exists) is defined bŷ
p n can be interpreted in two ways: (1) it is the distribution that assigns 'maximum probability' (relative to q) to all sequences satisfying the constraint; (2) as
. , x i−1 ) + log q(x i |x 1 , . . . , x i−1 )), it is also the p that minimizes cumulative worst-case logarithmic loss relative to q when used for sequentially predicting x 1 , . . . , x n .
One immediately verifies thatp n = q n (· | T (n) =t): the solution to the empirical minimax problem is just the conditioned prior, which we know by Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 is in some sense very close top. However, for no single n, is p exactly equal to q n (· | T (n) =t). Indeed, q n (· | T (n) =t) assigns zero probability to any sequence of length n not satisfying the constraint. This means that using q in prediction tasks against the logarithmic loss will be problematic if the constraint only holds approximately and/or if n is unknown in advance to the Statistician. In the latter case, it is impossible to use q(· | T (n) =t) for prediction without modification. For suppose that the statistician guesses that the sample will have length n 1 for some n 1 with C n 1 = ∅. There exist sequences x (n 2 ) = x 1 , . . . , x n 1 , . . . , x n 2 of length n 2 > n 1 satisfying the constraint such that x (n 1 ) does not satisfy the constraint, and therefore q(x (n 2 ) |x (n 1 ) ∈ C n 1 ) = 0, so q(· | x (n 1 ) ∈ C n 1 ) = 0 cannot be used for prediction if the actual sequence length turns out to exceed n 1 . We may guess that in this case (n not known in advance), the MaxEnt distributionp, rather than q(·|T (n) =t) is actually a better distribution to use for prediction. The following theorem shows that in some sense, this is indeed so:
Theorem 5.2 Let X be a countable sample space. Assume we are given a constraint of form (2) such that T is of the lattice form, and such that Conditions 1 and 2 are satisfied. Let C n be as in (17) . Then the infimum in
is achieved by the Maximum Entropy distributionp, and is equal to H q (p).
We need to show that for all n, for all x (n) ∈ C,
Equation (20) implies thatp reaches the inf in (19) and that the inf is equal to H q (p). The leftmost equality in (20) is a standard result about exponential families of form (9); see for example, [Grünwald, 2007] . To prove the rightmost equality in (20), let x (n) ∈ C n . Consider the conditional distribution q(· | x (n) ∈ C n ). Note that, for every distribution p 0 over X n , p 0 (x (n) ) ≤ q(x (n) |x (n) ∈ C n ) for at least one x (n) ∈ C n . By Theorem 4.1 (or rather Corollary 5.1), for this x (n) we have
and we see that for every distribution p 0 over X ∞ ,
which shows the rightmost equality in (20). 2
Theorem 5.2 shows that, among all distributions on X ∞ , the minimax codelength per outcome for sequences satisfying the constraints is achieved by the maximum entropyp. We may now ask whether it is also achieved by any different distribution p ′ , and if so, whether that distribution may even be "better" in the sense that it achieves strictly smaller codelengths on all sequences of all lengths that satisfy the constraints. Surprisingly, the answer depends on the number of constraints k: for k > 2, there exists such a p ′ . For k ≤ 2, there does not:
Theorem 5.3 Assume we are given a constraint such that Condition 1 and 2 both hold, X is finite, T is of the lattice form, and T = (T [1] , . . . , T [k] ) for some k > 2. Then (a), there exists a distribution p ′ and a constant c ′ > 0, such that, for all large enough n with C n = ∅, for all
Moreover, (b) , there exists a distribution p ′′ and a constant c ′′ > 0 such that for all n (and not just all large n) with C n = ∅, for all
Theorem 5.4 Assume we are given a constraint such that Condition 1 and 2 both hold, X is finite, T is of the lattice form, and T = (T [1] , . . . , T [k] ) for some k ≤ 2. Then there exists no distribution p ′ , such that, for all large n with
The upshot of these theorems is that, if it is known that the sample satisfies the constraint, but the sample size is not known, then, if k ≥ 3, there exist distributions which are guaranteed to compress the data more thanp, so that the game-theoretic justification for predicting/coding withp is, to some extent, challenged. The proofs of both theorems make use of the following lemma, which we state and prove first:
We now extend pNow, for any n ≥ 1, x (n) ∈ X n , let m be the number of distinct initial segments x 1 , . . . , x n ′ of x (n) with n ′ < n that satisfy the constraint, i.e. x (n ′ ) ∈ C n ′ . Notice that we may have m = 0. We set s 0 = 0, s m+1 = n, and, for j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, s j is set such that x (s j ) ∈ C s j and s 1 < s 2 < . . . < s m < n. We define
p α (x s j +1 , . . . , x s j+1 ).
One easily verifies by induction on n that (a) p • is the mass function of some probability distribution P
• on X ∞ , and, using (26), that (b) for all n, all x n ∈ X n ,
αp ′′ (x s j +1 , . . . , x s j+1 ) (1 − α)p(x sm+1,...,xn )
≥ α m e mc ′′p (x 1 , . . . , x sm )(1 − α)p(x sm+1,...,xn )
where c ′′ is as in Lemma 5.5. Now suppose that X 1 , X 2 , . . . are i.i.d. ∼P , i.e. data are sampled from the MaxEnt distributionP . We may view U n := n −1 n i=1 T (X i ) −t as specifying a Markov chain, where the state at time n is given by the value of U n , and the transition probabilities are given byP (U n+1 = · | U n = u), for each realizable value of u, and the starting state is U 0 := 0. By the local central limit theorem (Section 4), the probability of being in state "0" at time n is of order 1/ √ n (if k = 1) or 1/n (if k = 2). In both cases, this probability is summable, so it follows by basic Markov chain theory [Feller, 1968] that state "0" is recurrent and with probability 1, U n = 0 will hold for infinitely many n. But, for n > 0, U n = 0 is equivalent to x (n) ∈ C n , i.e. the constraint holds. It follows that the constraint will hold infinitely often, almost surely under P . Yet, if we decide to encode sequence x 1 , . . . , x n with the code corresponding to p
• rather thanp, then by (27), if we select a value of α < 1 such that α2 c ′′ > 1, then we willP -almost surely compress the data significantly better than if we use the code with lengths − logp itself. More precisely, withP -probability 1,
But this contradicts the no-hypercompression inequality [Grünwald, 2007] (also known as the "competitive optimality of the Shannon-Fano code, " [Cover and Thomas, 1991] ), an easy consequence of Markov's inequality which states that for all K > 0, and any two distributions P and Q with mass functions p and q, for all n, P (− log p(X n ) ≥ − log q(X n ) + K) ≤ 2 −K . The theorem is proved. 2
